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Executive Summary
The majority of fitness studio websites are focused on generating marketing leads and do not benefit their
existing clients. With the cost of acquiring a new client being as high as 7x the cost of keeping an existing client,
your website should benefit your current clients as much as it brings in new ones.
This whitepaper highlights the benefits of adding member’s services to your website. By adding tools to your
website, you can help your clients to reach their goals. This will lead to valuable recommendations. Selling meal
and exercise plans can also increase your client base and produce a substantial revenue stream.
LTL Fitness offers two solutions that you can incorporate into your website to benefit your members and
increase your profits. Our LTL Data solution provides nutrition, exercise and calories burned information.
Adding our LTL Members product will provide your site with the ability to manage clients, sell food and exercise
plans and motivate your clients. We use a software-as-a-service model, which means a low cost (pay-as-youuse) solution.

Does Your Website Benefit Your Clients?
Most personal trainer’s websites provide only
basic information about their services – such as
trainer bios, hours and location. These sites are
designed to gain new clients rather than helping
existing members reach their goals. Your existing
clients could better reach their goals if your
website provided an opportunity to track their
progress.

96%

of studio &
bootcamp
websites do
not provide
their existing members the ability to
track goals, workouts or meals. Is
your site among these?

Why Clients Use Fitness Sites
* based on 2014 study of website users

Goal Tracking (38%)
Motivation (28%)
Identify Unhealthy Habits (17%)
Connecting With Expert (8%)
Other (9%)

Your Clients Use Third Party Sites For Services You Provide
Why do your clients use your services? Here are the top 4 reasons given nationally:

1. Gain maximum results from their routine. You are able to demonstrate the correct way to exercise
and push your clients harder than they would do on their own.
2. Motivation. Personal trainers add a dedicated time to their client’s schedule.

3. Accountability. Your clients have to answer to you when they fail to meet their goals. It’s a lot easier
to eat that cupcake when you know no one is watching.

4. Add variety to their workouts. It’s boring performing the same routine day after day. Trainers
recognize this and vary the workouts accordingly. This is crucial when trying to overcome the dreaded
plateau.
By providing your services online, you can capture the revenue your clients are spending on third party websites
to reach their fitness goals. People spend upwards of $12 per week on diet and exercise programs. By offering
these services, you are better able to engage your clients, leading to better retention and more revenue.
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Frequency Of Fitness Website Use
* based on 2014 study of website users
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Daily (45%)
Multiple Times A Day (25%)
Weekly (18%)
Occassionally (7%)
Monthly (5%)

Increased Usage = Increased Loyalty
The above chart shows that 70% of fitness website
users visit the site at least once a day to track their
goals. This increased engagement ensures they
reach their goals and creates a fierce brand loyalty.

Loyalty Increases Revenue
 26% of people use a brand their friends prefer
 Repeat customers spend 67% more than a new
customer
 58% of people share positive experiences with
companies on social media

Increasing Engagement Increases Retention
Clients who train once a week have an average renewal rate of 59%. On the other
hand, members who receive training three times a week renew 78% of the time.
That’s a difference of 19%. Trainers who engage (email, social media, etc.) their
customers 5 times a week see an average of a 14% increase in renewals.
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There Are A Limited Number Of Hours
In A Day

The Internet Can Exponentially Increase Your
Clients Per Day

An issue with the personal training business is
that within any given day, a trainer can only
see a specific number of clients. This sets a
hard limit on your revenue. So, in order to
maximize revenue growth, personal trainers
must find new services to sell to their existing
clients or find ways to increase the number of
clients they can assist in a day. Adding group
training can create a revenue increase, but this
also comes with a ceiling.

Not everyone can afford to hire a trainer on a weekly
basis to assist with their in-person training. This leaves
a gap of individuals who need assistance with their
exercise and dietary needs. The Internet provides an
opportunity to reach these people with low-cost diet
and exercise plans. If done correctly, your website can
generate substantial revenue without significantly
increasing your time requirements.

Isn’t technology expensive to create
and maintain?
Yes, it is! Every month, new devices enter the
market and new security threats are
discovered. Staying one step ahead of this
steep curve takes a dedicated team of experts.
We understand that as a small business owner
you don’t have the resources of a national
chain. That’s why we offer our software as a
service. You can license our service for a low
monthly fee and we handle all of the software
upgrades, new feature implementations and
security for you.

7X
Recruiting a new client can cost as
must as 7 times the cost of retaining
an existing customer.
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Review Your Current Website As If You Were A Client
Imagine you are a client who is looking to lose 40
pounds. What features would help you lose that
weight? Class schedules and trainer bios may be
important when you initially begin a training
program, but it doesn’t provide the follow-up you
will require to push through the difficult months
ahead. As a client, wouldn’t you benefit from
motivational tools, homework assignments and
meal planning advice? Does your current website
provide these tools in an easy-to-use way?

Does Your Site Offer:









Class/Session registration
Online payments
Update contact information
Calorie tracking
Formatting for mobile devices
An email newsletter
Interaction between your clients
Service plans for Internet-only clients

LTL Fitness Has The Solution To Generating Website Revenue

One of the most searched for fitness keywords is
“nutritional information.” By simply providing
this information, you will increase your credibility
and search engine rankings to your website. Our
data software also includes a calories burned
calculator and information on exercises. Our LTL
Data For Personal Trainers product offers all of
this information bundled into an easy to
implement solution.

The first step in offering an Internet training
program is to have a member’s section on your
website. To accomplish this, we offer our LTL
Member’s product. Clients will be able to login to
your website and track their foods eaten, calories
burned, goal progress and even register for
additional training sessions. The best part is that
we offer this service on a per-client basis. There
are no expenses unless you are making money.

LTL Fitness, Inc.
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LTL Data
Nutritional Information






Restaurant & brand information
Data is double-entered for accuracy
Delicious recipes
Pie charts break down calories
Ability to add new foods

Calories Burned Calculator
An important key to losing weight is knowing how
many calories are burned. Our calories burned
calculator has a large database of activities to
ensure your visitors receive accurate counts.

Exercise Database
 Large database of exercises
 Variety of equipment to choose
 Upload your own exercise photos to add a
professional touch to your site
 Add your own exercises
 Link exercises to your own youtube videos

Compare Us To The Competition

LTL Data

Nutritionix

My Net Diary

Starting At
$29.95 / month

Starting At
$299.95 / month

$35,000 initial
$7,000 / year

Food Nutritional Information
Restaurant Nutritional Information
Daily Nutrition Updates
Calories Burned Calculator
Exercise Information
Easy Integration w/ Your Site

Cost
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LTL Members
Member Services







Purchase plans online
Register for training
Track foods eaten
Monitor goals
Enter workout information
Update contact information

Online Meal & Exercise Plans
Online meal & exercise plans offer an excellent
revenue source for your business. With our
integrated software, your website can offer these
valuable services:
 View their custom meal plans
 Offer feedback on food preferences
 Print workout plans complete w/ photos

You Only Pay When Your Clients Do
LTL Members is licensed on a per-member basis. This gives you the freedom to
offer your own diet and exercise plans without paying for expensive software. You
are free to add or remove members at any time.
Control Panel







Create online only training packages
Track daily client food and exercise
Motivate members w/ messages
Easily create meal and workout plans
Track member’s food preferences
Save plans for re-use
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Give Your Website A Facelift

Can you envision a new website that not only
guides your clients to their goals, but also
significantly increases your monthly revenue?
At LTL Fitness, we love technology and
understand the difficulties of losing weight and
changing habits. We have a passion for
simplifying technology so that you won’t have to
worry about creating a website that benefits your
clients and increases your revenues. We want to
be your technology partner.

The Benefits Of Software As A Service (SaaS)

Join The LTL Family

Software-As-A-Service is a subscription-based software
licensing model. It provides the following benefits to
you:

It’s easy to partner with us.

 A low initial setup cost and affordable monthly
fees
 Seamless upgrades to new features
 Safe and secure data hosting
 No need for expensive IT staff

 Visit www.ltlfitness.com/personaltrainers to request a free technology
review.
 We will provide you with an
implementation plan.
 Our partner portal offers you an
opportunity to recommend new
features.

About LTL Fitness
LTL Fitness is a technology company that helps individuals and their trainers reach their fitness goals. Brian
Tarbell founded the company in 2006 while he worked on losing almost 200 pounds. During that journey, he
discovered that the secret to losing weight is a daily focus on what he ate and the activities he performed. Since
that time, Brian has stopped doing those little things that helped him lose the weight and rapidly gained the
weight back. He has struggled to lose the weight since then. It is this struggle that has driven us to focus on
technology solutions that can make changing habits easier.

Still Unsure If LTL Fitness Is Right For Your Business?
Visit us on the web for more information: www.ltlfitness.com. We also have an
email newsletter that highlights all the great enhancements we are adding to our
platform. Sign up at www.ltlfitness.com.
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